Automated Batting Cages

OPERATION AND
TECHNICAL MANUAL
WITH PARTS

GUIDE

FOREWORD
IMPORTANT!
This Operation and Technical Manual provides the owners and maintenance personnel
with information covering Safety Procedures, Maintenance Procedures, Operational
Procedures and Repair and Servicing of the Soccer Cage equipment provided by
Automated Batting Cages Corp. Read this document carefully. This equipment system
contains several moving parts and has high voltage present which pose potential hazards
to maintenance and operational staff. Pitching Soccer balls to Soccer range customers
also poses inherent risks to the kickers. It is essential for operating a safe Soccer range
operation that the owner/operator have a complete understanding of this manual.
ABC will update this manual from time to time. These updates and notices will be
mailed to the address that ABC has on record as your shipping address. Add these updates
and notices to your manual. Should any of these pages be lost or damaged, call ABC and
the pages will be replaced.
Please observe the following:
1). Keep this manual in the Maintenance Shop or Office during all
working hours.
2). Maintenance Personnel must review this manual before servicing any equipment.
Personal injury could result if maintenance personnel have not reviewed this manual.
3). All employees must review the “Standards for Soccer Range Safety and
Operation” of this manual.
4). When new procedures, standards, additions or other changes are made to this
manual, add them immediately to the manual.

Rev. ABC103
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Limited Warranty
Warranty applies to original purchaser of the equipment and all products or accessories purchased from Automated Batting
Cages, Corp. (ABC) unless specifically excluded. This warranty is not transferable and proof of original purchase may be required. Warranty begins on date of equipment installation. Products must be used in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications, servicing specifications and operational standards.
“ABC” warrants original equipment purchased with new systems for a period of one year from the original date of installation.
“ABC” will repair or replace, at their option, any product, accessory or part that is proven to be defective in materials or workmanship under normal use during the warranty period. Anything that is replaced under warranty becomes the property of
“ABC”. All parts replaced under warranty are considered part of the original product and warranty shall expire concurrently with
the warranty of the original purchase. ABC offers a 90 day warranty period on all equipment, parts and accessories purchased after the initial one year warranty on new systems has expired.
To obtain warranty, purchaser must return at their expense the defective part or product to “ABC”. Items under warranty will
be repaired or replaced by “ABC” without any charge for parts. Warranted items will be shipped or returned free of shipping
charges to customer via UPS GROUND. Expedited shipping methods are available at purchaser’s expense. Labor to replace
defective parts, products and systems are excluded from this warranty and are the responsibility of the purchaser.
This warranty does not extend to products, accessories, or parts that are affected by misuse, poor maintenance, acts of nature,
normal wear, neglect, improper installation, uses in applications not designed or intended, unauthorized alterations, or any other
cause other than defects in materials and workmanship of the product. Warranty does not include aluminum baseball or softball bats resold by “ABC” to purchaser.
In no event will “ABC” be responsible for consequential damages and limitation of implied warranties. “ABC” disclaims any
responsibility for loss of time or use of the products, commercial loss, transportation, or any other incidental damage. Any im-

plied warranties are limited to the duration of this warranty.
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ABC STANDARDS FOR
SOCCER RANGE SAFETY
& OPERATION
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THESE SOCCER RANGE DESIGN STANDARDS APPLY TO ALL OPERATORS/OWNERS OF
ABC COMMERCIAL SOCCER RANGES. THESE DESIGN STANDARDS PROMOTE AND
ADVANCE SAFE SOCCER RANGE OPERATIONS. THESE STANDARDS SHOULD BE
UNDERSTOOD AND FOLLOWED BY ALL OPERATORS/OWNERS OF COMMERCIAL
SOCCER RANGES. ABC IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COMPLIANCE OF THESE
DESIGN STANDARDS OR THE CONSEQUENCES OF NON-COMPLIANCE.
1.

All soccer areas (soccer stalls) must be well defined and have marked areas where the players must
stand.

2.

All soccer areas (soccer stalls) must have a well defined and marked area where the balls will be
generally rolled. Kicking boxes must be painted in kicking area. soccer stalls must be a hard surface,
recommended materials include concrete, asphalt or wood.

3.

All soccer areas (soccer stalls) must have well defined and marked areas where players are excluded.

5.

Sloping floors, to allow for balls to roll out of kicking area, should be used in all soccer range
operations.

6.

Soccer stalls must have adequate width to protect all players and allow for players kick width.

7.

Soccer stalls must have adequate depth to provide protection for players and adjacent players.

8.

All soccer stalls must have adequate lighting to provide complete visibility of rolled balls from
pitching machine to kicking area.

9.

All pitching systems must employ Warning Light(s) or other visible methods to signal the players that
the pitching mechanism is ON and is capable of rolling a soccer ball at any time.

10. Spectators must be adequately protected from contact with balls by netting and fencing systems. Balls
should never be able to escape the soccer cage area.
11. Equipment system must provide for stop and starting operation while operating continually (“rental
play”).
12. All soccer stall gates must employ self-closing mechanisms to prevent balls from exiting the soccer
stalls.
13) All soccer stalls must have protective padding on front of the vertical pipes to cushion the balls from
ricocheting back towards the players.
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THESE OPERATIONAL SAFETY STANDARDS APPLY TO ALL OPERATORS/OWNERS OF AN ABC
COMMERCIAL BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL BATTING RANGE. THEY ARE INTENDED TO INFORM THE
OPERATORS/OWNERS OF THE DANGERS AND RISKS ASSOCIATED IN THE OPERATION OF THE BATTING
RANGE AND TO PROMOTE THE SAFE OPERATION OF THE BATTING CAGES. ALL STANDARDS SHOULD
BE UNDERSTOOD AND FOLLOWED TO FACILITATE SAFETY IN THE BATTING CAGES. ABC IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COMPLIANCE OF THESE SAFETY STANDARDS OR THE CONSEQUENCES OF NONCOMPLIANCE.
1

All batting stalls must adequately display a sign indicating how to operate the batting cage system. This sign must include
the following information: How to start the game, When balls will be pitched, And when the game is over.

2

All batting range operations must adequately display a sign indicating that pitching machines will throw both balls and
strikes.

3

All batting range operations must adequately display “Warning/Rules” sign's which include the following warnings and
rules:
*Batters MUST wear helmets with face mask protection at all times.
*If machines are pitching out of the strike zone immediately alert the attendant.
*Only one person in the batting cages at a time during play. No coaches allowed in cage during game play.
*No switch hitting during game.
*Batters must wear shoes. (No Baseball-Softball Cleats)
*No person under the influence of Drugs or Alcohol is permitted to use the batting cages.
*Report all accidents immediately.
*These pitching machines throw both balls and strikes. Players should “Be Alert” at all times.
*Do not stand on home plate.
*Watch for balls rolling under feet.
*No one under the age of 6 years old is permitted to use the batting cages.
*No one under the age of 16 is allowed to use cages throwing the effective speed of 70 - 75 Mph.
*An adult must accompany all batting cage players under the age of 10.
*Close gates at all times when entering or exiting the cages.
*No practice swings outside of cages unless in designated areas.
*During or after the game, do not pick up balls from ground. Do not throw balls back at pitching machines.

*CAUTION! Injuries could result from the use of this device. Users should assume the inherent risks of
batting baseballs and softballs. If users have any questions about the use of this device or the inherent risks associated with the
use of this device, ask the attendant before using the batting cages.
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4.

In addition to posting “Warning/Rules” signs, Operators/Owners of commercial batting ranges must comply with the
following operational safety standards:

*At least one trained attendant must be present at all times at the batting range to supervise the safe operation of the
batting range. Attendant must have reviewed and understood this manual and ABC training video tape.
*At least one trained attendant must be present at all times to supervise and/or conduct the maintenance program of the
batting range equipment/netting system. Attendant must have reviewed and understood this manual before performing any
maintenance or servicing.
*At least one attendant must be present at all times trained in the “Safety Rules” of the batting range. Attendant must
have reviewed and understood this manual and ABC training tape.
*Operator/Owner of the batting range must keep batting range equipment system maintained at all times to ABC’s
specifications. This manual details ABC’s specifications. It must be reviewed and understood in order to maintain the ABC
batting range equipment system. Keep this manual at the batting operation at all times for review. Refer to sections titled
“MAINTNENACE” and “SERVICING” for specifications.
*ABC maintenance and operational forms must be completed by owner/attendant and stored for later review to confirm
that maintenance and operational procedures have been followed. Refer to section titled “FORMS”.
*Attendant must check ball pitching accuracy of all pitching machines at least once per day. If the accuracy has
degraded, refer to the “TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE” section for proper adjustments.
*Operator/Owner must check daily, the condition of the balls. All balls showing signs of excessive wear, deformation,
cracks, breakage or when the dimples on the balls are less than 50% of there original depth. If any of these conditions exist,
remove balls from the batting range system immediately. Replace system with new balls. New balls cannot be mixed with old
balls!
*Operator/Owner must train all attendants in the safe operation of the batting range and insist that all attendants
maintain and promote a safe operation at all times. Training must include reviewing of this manual and ABC training video tape.
*Attendants or anyone inside of batting range must wear protective helmet with face guard at all times.
*Servicing of equipment system must be completed by a trained and qualified person having reviewed and understood
this manual and ABC training video tape.
5. Follow all other manufacturers’ operation and warnings when operating Center Pole Winch. All operators
of Center Pole Winch must review and understand all operating and safety instructions.
6.

Owner/Operator should establish and implement a Safety Program similar to the program detailed in the following
“SAFETY PROGRAM FOR THE BATTING CAGES”

7.

Balls remaining in hitting stalls must be “Cleared” by attendant before customer enters cage.

(*ALSO REFER TO SECTION TITLED “MAINTENANCE” FOR REGULARLY SCHEDULED
MAINTENACE and OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES).
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THE FOREGOING IS A SAMPLE “SAFETY PROGRAM” FOR A COMMERCIAL SOCCER
RANGE. PLEASE KEEP IN MIND THAT A SAFETY PROGRAM MAY INCLUDE OTHER
ELEMENTS THAN THOSE DETAILED HERE. ALL SOCCER RANGE OPERATIONS
SHOULD HAVE A MANAGEMENT-SPONSORED COMPREHENSIVE “SAFETY PROGRAM”.

MANAGEMENT
It is essential that the management of the soccer cage support the development and implementation of an
effective safety program. It is the responsibility of the management to commit to a safety program and to
communicate this commitment to all of management’s employees. The Safety Program must include
employee safety as well as guest safety and methods to carry out the program.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY
The safety of the employee must be the first priority of any safety program. Employee safety is mandated
by agencies including federal, state and local municipalities. Be certain that the employees understand the
risks that they are exposed to and how they can avoid these risks. Just as management must commit to the
safety program, employees must also be willing to accept their responsibility to the program.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY EXPOSURE
1. Hit by rolled ball
2. Hit by kicked ball
3. Injury from contact with mechanical parts (i.e wheels, belts, motors, electrical components,
etc...)
4. Hit by ball in the “pit area”
5. Injuries while kicking the ball or giving instruction
6. Slip on floor
7. Fire or robbery
8. Horse play
9. Operating Center Pole Winch (raising and lowering netting)

EMPLOYEE RISK REDUCTION
1. Thoroughly train staff regarding all Safety/Warning policies (Warning Signs, etc)
2. Sound a warning to players (whistle, yell, etc...) when going to “pit area”
3. Use safety netting in pit to block holes in netting while working in area
4. Thoroughly train all staff on operation of all pitching machines and soccer range equipment
systems. Have all staff review maintenance procedures with ABC Owner/Operator Manual
5. Train at initial hire
6. Re-train annually using ABC Operational and Technical Manual
7. Thoroughly train staff of all Operating Standards relating to safety and operations
8. Turn off and unplug all electrical components when servicing equipment
9. Give instructions from outside of cages-Do Not enter cage when player is kicking
10. Stop machines from pitching immediately when accidents occur or when rule enforcement is
necessary
11. Do not use soccer cage after accident has occurred until all equipment has been checked for
proper operation
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11. Train staff for all emergency policies
a. Police telephone number
b. Fire telephone number
c. Ambulance telephone number
12. All staff must have a “NO TOLERANCE RULE” for breaking any Safety Rules or Procedures

GUEST SAFETY
Guest safety is essential to the soccer range success. All guest safety programs must begin with the
Employee safety program. Employees must be committed to this vital aspect of the business. The
employees will be the most responsible for any Guest Safety Program implemented by Management.

GUEST SAFETY EXPOSURE
1. Hit by rolled ball
2. Hit by kicked ball
3. Player too young or inexperienced to use a soccer cage
4. Non-Contact injuries while kicking (i.e. ankle, knee, etc...)
5. Players/Guest not complying with all posted Rules
6. Food poisoning
7. Fire
8. Slip and fall
9. Horseplay

GUEST RISK REDUCTION
1. List and display all SAFETY/WARNING SIGNS and RULES for quest to follow (see “Operation
Safety Standards”)
2. Have all employees understand these SAFETY/WARNING SIGNS and RULES and ENFORCE
THESE RULES! (see “Operational Safety Standards”)
3. At least ONE soccer range EMPLOYEE MUST BE ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES DURING
CAGE OPERATION!
4. Pitching Machines, Warning Lights and related Feeding Systems must be adjusted and
maintained at all times and must be in good working order at all times while soccer cage is
available for play.
5. Signs must be posted stating type of cage.
6. Regular cleaning of floor/concrete to prevent slipping and to keep balls clean
7. All netting and protective fencing must be repaired, maintained and replaced when necessary
8. Inspect, clean and replace worn balls regularly
9. Follow all local health and safety codes
10. Employee must stop balls from rolling immediately when any accident occurs. Attend to guest
immediately (refer to Management’s Emergency Procedures). Do not allow kicking in the
soccer cage where accident occurred until all equipment has been checked for proper
operating condition. File Incident Report.
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11. Completely train and re-train all employees about safety risks of your guests and themselves!
12. INSIST THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ALL GUESTS FOLLOW THE POSTED RULES!
EMPLOYEES MUST HAVE A “ZERO TOLERANCE RULE” FOR GUEST BREAKING
POSTED RULES!
13. EMPLOYEES MUST TAKE IMMEDIATE STEPS (stop pitching machines and remove
player from cage) TO MINIMIZE SAFETY RISKS TO GUEST WHEN RISK ARE
APPARENT!

FIRE PROTECTION
Fire protection should always be a part of Management’s Safety Program. Consult with local fire
authorities about their requirements. Be certain that employees have knowledge about the fire protection
available at the soccer cage.

FIRST AID
Management should have four basic areas of responsibility for First Aid.
1. Employee First Aid - Check with local agencies about First Aid Kits and your responsibility for
Employee First Aid
2. First Aid to guests.
a. Emergency First Aid - Have Emergency plan documented for employees to follow
b. Courtesy First Aid - Have Band-Aids, ice, etc...)
3. Record Keeping and Reporting - It is essential that all First Aid (either employee or guest related)
be documented and maintained for future reference
4. Injury Claims defense - Providing first aid and documenting the type and extent of all injuries and
how the injury occurred is necessary for any Injury Claim Defense

INSPECTION
A Safety Program should address the need for inspections. These inspections should be focused in at least
four areas:
1. Inspection of employees work area
2. Inspections to insure guest safety–see Regularly scheduled Maintenance and Operational
Procedures in “Maintenance” section.
3. Inspections for housekeeping and fire protection
4. Required inspections for Federal, State and Local Requirements.

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
In order to reduce accidents from occurring, a preventive program must be in place. Recognizing potential
risks and taking the appropriate steps to minimize or eliminate these risks is critical. All accidents must be
investigated and documented, even if injuries have not resulted from the accident. Communicating these
accidents should be a regular occurrence within the Safety Program.

SAFETY TRAINING
Safety training should not be confused with Job Training. Safety training should be conducted singularly
(continued next page)
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and considered a separate responsibility of the employee. Safety Training should be conducted when the
employee is first hired and should be reviewed at least once a year.

RECORD KEEPING
Record Keeping for the Safety Program should include several records including; Employee Injury Reports,
Guest Injury Reports, Inspection/Maintenance Reports, documented Safety Program Training and reviews
and “Accident Investigation” meetings. (Refer to section “Daily Operational Forms & Checklists”).

BATTING RANGE EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Equipment maintenance should only be performed by qualified persons with a full understanding of the
equipment and how it operates. It is also very important that the person maintaining the equipment
understands about the soccer range operation and risks involved with repairing and maintaining the system.
All daily, weekly, monthly and other periodic maintenance should be conducted on the pitching machine
equipment and the related equipment. Refer to the section titles “MAINTENANCE” in the “ABC Owner/
Operators Manual” for specific maintenance and operational procedures. Document all maintenance and
operational procedures and file for future reference.

COMMUNICATIONS
The Safety Program must be communicated clearly and understood by every person involved in it’s
implementation. Communication techniques should include written material along with on-site instructions
and directions. All training sessions should be documented and filed for future reference.

HOUSEKEEPING
Safety Program should include a Housekeeping element and all staff should understand the necessity of
cleanliness.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Management must detail Emergency Procedures which would be followed in the event of any emergency.
These emergencies will include NATURAL DISASTERS (wind, rain, earthquake, etc...), ACCIDENTS
(injuries) and MAN-MADE DISASTERS (bomb threats, structural, power outages, etc...).
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September 8, 1992

Dear Range Owner,
We wanted to write and share some safety features that we have added to our Soccer Ranges.
Please read this material and incorporate the changes.
The illustration below (figure 1.0) is an overview of a typical soccer stall. Please note the 4’
dimension from the opening of the stall to the front of the “DON NOT CROSS LINE”. This dimension
will ensure the player is adequately back far enough from the opening of the stall and reduce the risk of
“kicked balls” striking another player. We clearly do not want customers out in “open” area, in the “pit”, or
kicking in an area which will cause the flight of the ball to enter another stall.
Please implement these changes or additions for the stalls immediately. If you have any questions
please call ABC.

4’- 0”

6 inch line
black letters on red stripe
(DO NOT CROSS LINE)

figure 1.0

Kicker’s Box Layout
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NOTES:
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SOCCER CAGE CONTROL COMPUTER
MODEL BC2-1A
OPERATION MANUAL
(Pages 13 thru 24)

THE WARRANTY ON THIS PRODUCT IS NOT VALID UNTIL
THIS OPERATION MANUAL HAS BEEN READ
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CONTROL COMPUTER FEATURES
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

LCD Display
Time (15, 30, 45, 60 and 90 minutes) Ball (50,100,150 and 250 balls) “Rentals”
Start, Pause and Delete all or individual games from the office
Cage Rentals
1 to 30 cages controlled (60 Soccer machines)
Allow monitoring of the remaining or the balls left to be rolled in any cage at any time
Provide a control and auditing system that cannot be circumvented or altered by employees
Permit programmable control of the number of balls to be rolled and the number of coins
collected per game
I) Allow auditing of the keypad to determine the number of times each function has been used

CONTROL COMPUTER DESCRIPTION
Model BC2-1A is a microprocessor controlled Soccer cage computer. It provides control and auditing of
1 to 30 cages from an office.

Power Light
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Busy Light

KEYPAD FUNCTIONS

CONTROL
FUNCTIONS

PAUSE

DELETE

RUN

SOCCER RENT

NOT USED

CAGE SELECT

SEND DATA

AUDUT CAGE FUNCTION USAGE

ENABLE CONTROL FUNCTION KEYS
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REQUESTING CAGE INFORMATION
To find out the status of any cage:
1. Press “C”
2. Enter the cage number “1-30”
3. Press “D”
The “Busy” light will come on while the computer gets data from the cage. If no cage is connected at that
cage number, the display will show.
CAGE
01

If the cage is connected and the cage is not being used, the display will show.
CAGE
01

NONE
0000

The display will show any of the following operating conditions:

The cage is running or paused

PAUSE
CAGE
01

RUN
BASE

BALLS
TIME
0015

Amount of time or number
of balls left

Cage Number
Soccer Machine

NOTE: The information on the display does not change until new data is requested.
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BALLS

RENTING

To Rent Balls:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Press “C”
Enter the cage number “1-30”
Press “A” for soccer machine
Enter the number of balls to rent “50, 100, 150, 200 or 250”
Press “D”

CAGE
01

RENT
BASE

BALLS
0050

Figure 1

The display will show figure 1 for Soccer. When “D” is pressed
“Rent” will change to “Run.” Balls will start rolling when “Start”
is activated at the cage.

TIME
To Rent Balls:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Press “C”
Enter the cage number “1-30”
Press “A” for soccer
Enter the number of time to rent “15, 30, 45, 60 or 90”
Press “d”

CAGE
01

RENT
BASE

TIME
0015

Figure 2

The display will show figure 2 for Soccer. When “D” is pressed
“Rent” will change to “Stop.” Balls will start rolling when “Start”
is activated at the cage.

GAME
To Rent Balls:
1. Press “C”
2. Enter the cage number “1-30”
3. Press “A” for soccer
4. Enter “11”
5. Press “D”

CAGE
01

RENT
BASE

GAME
0012

Figure 3

The display will show figure 3 for Soccer. The number displayed
under “GAME” is the number of balls that will be rolled. This
number is set in the Programming mode under Balls/Vend.
When “D” is pressed “Rent” will change to “Stop.” Balls will start
rolling when “Start” is activated at the cage.
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STARTING, PAUSING AND DELETING GAMES
STARTING

To [re-] start all games:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “0” for all cages [default] or enter the cage number
“1-30”
3. Press “#”
4. Press “7, 8 or 9”
5. Press “D”

CAGE
00

RUN

Figure 4

PAUSING

To [re-] start all games:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “0” for all cages [default] or enter the cage number
“1-30”
3. Press “#”
4. Press “1, 2 or 3”
5. Press “D”

CAGE
00

PAUSE

Figure 5

DELETING

To [re-] start all games:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “0” for all cages [default] or enter the cage number
“1-30”
3. Press “#”
4. Press “4, 5 or 6”
5. Press “D”
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CAGE
00

DEL

Figure 6

AUDITING

TIME
To find out how many times “15, 30, 45, 60 or 90 minutes” have
been rented:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “1, 2, 3, 4 or 5” for 15, 30, 45, 60 or 90” minute rental
The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “TIME” represents the number of times
that this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 1 which is for “15 minute time rental”; the
number under “TIME” shows that this function has only been used
once.

CAGE
00

MEM
01

GAME
0001

Figure 7

BALL
To find out how many times “50, 100, 150, 200 or 250 balls” have
been rented:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “6, 7, 8, 9 or 10” for 50, 100, 150, 200 or 250” ball
rental
The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “BALLS” represents the number of times
that this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 10 which is for “250 ball rental”; the number
under “TIME” shows that this function has only been used once.

CAGE
00

MEM
10

GAME
0001

Figure 8
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GAME

GAME, PAUSE and START USAGE

To find out how many times a game has been rented from the
computer:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “11”

CAGE
00

The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “GAME” represents the number of times
that this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 11 which is for “Game Rental”; the number under
“GAME” shows that this function has only been used once.

MEM
12

DEL
0001

Figure 9

PAUSE
To find out how many times the pause function has been used from
the computer:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “14”

CAGE
00

The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “PAUSE” represents the number of times
that this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 14 which is for “Game Pausing”; the number
under “PAUSE” shows that this function has only been used once.

MEM
14

PAUSE
0001

Figure 10

START
To find out how many times the start function has been used from
the computer:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “13”
The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “RUNS” represents the number of times
that this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 13 which is for “Game [Re-] Start”; the number
under “RUNS” shows that this function has only been used once.
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CAGE
00

MEM
13
Figure 11

RUNS
0001

DELETE and COIN GAMES USAGE

DELETE
To find out how many times the delete function has been used from
the computer:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “12”

CAGE
00

The number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “DEL” represents the number of times that
this function has been used. In this example we are checking
memory location 12 which is for “Game Deleting”; the number
under “DEL” shows that this function has only been used once.

MEM
13

DEL
0001

Figure 12

COIN GAMES
To find out how many times the start function has been used from
the computer:
1. Press “C”
2. Press “*”
3. Press “13”
To find out how many coins have been dropped into another cage
repeat steps 4 and 5. To exit from Auditing mode press “C.” The
number displayed under “MEM” is the memory location. The
number displayed under “CAGE” represents the cage number. The
number displayed under “COINS” shows the number of coins that
have been dropped into this cage. In this example we are checking
memory location 16 which is for “COINS”; the number under
“CAGE” shows that we are checking Cage 1, and the number
under “COINS” shows that only one coin has been dropped into
this cage.

CAGE
01

MEM
16

COINS
0001

Figure 13
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PROGRAMMING
ENTERING PROGRAM MODE
To enter the programming mode:
CAGE
00

1. Press “C”
2. Press “31”
3. Enter the computer code i.e. “1234”

CODE
Figure 14

If the correct code is entered the display will change to the
programming screen.
PGM
000

If the wrong code is entered press “#” and start over.
You need to be in the programming mode to change the coins/
vend, balls/vend or the cage number.

C/VEN
003

B/VEN
0012

Figure 15

COINS PER VEND

BALLS PER VEND

To change the number of coins needed to start a
game:

To change the number of balls rolled per game:

1. Enter the number of coins “1-255”
2. Press “A”
3. Press “D”

1. Enter the number of balls “1-255”
2. Press “B”
3. Press “D”

NOTE: Disconnect all cages from line except the cage you are going to program otherwise any cage
connected to the line will have its cage number changed also.

COINS PER VEND
To program a cage number:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Press “C”
Enter the cage number “1-30”
Press “*”
Press “D”

EXITING PROGRAM MODE
Press “#” to exit from the programming mode
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APPENDIX A – BASEBALL PANEL FUNCTIONS
FUNCTION

KEY 1

KEY 2

KEY 3

KEY 4

KEY 5

Request Run

C

1-30

D

Rent Soccer Machine

C

1-30

A

Time / Balls (1)

D

Rent Balls / Vend

C

1-30

A

11

D

Rent Balls / Vend

C

1-30

B

11

D

Stop all Games

C

0

#

1

D

Stop a Game

C

1-30

#

1

D

Restart all Games

C

0

#

7

D

Restart a Game

C

1-30

#

7

D

Delete all Games

C

0

#

4

D

Delete a Game

C

1-30

#

4

D

Display Rents

C

*

1-14

Display Cage Rents

C

*

16

Enter Program Mode

C

31

Code (2)

Program Balls

Enter Balls (3)

B

D

Program Coins

Enter Coins (3)

A

D

Program Cage Numbers

C

1-30

*

End Program Mode

#

1-30

D

(1) Valid Time Rentals 15, 30, 45, 60 & 90 (1) Valid Ball Rentals 50, 100, 150, 200 & 250
(2) 4 Digit Managers Code
(3) Valid Numbers 1-255
Memory Location

Memory Location

1

15 Minute Time Rental

9

200 Ball Rental

2

30 Minute Time Rental

10

250 Ball Rental

3

45 Minute Time Rental

11

Game Rental

4

60 Minute Time Rental

12

Deletes

5

90 Minute Time Rental

13

[Re-] Start

6

50 Ball Rental

14

Pauses

7

100 Ball Rental

15

Not Used

8

150 Ball Rental

16

Coins
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SOCCER EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

Pages 25 thru 32
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SOCCER MACHINE INSTALLATION:
NOTE: For part identification please refer to the Parts & Accessories section of the manual.
Step 1: Standing behind the 3” Post facing the kicking stall , slide the Left/Right adjuster u-bolt over post
and adjust the angle about a 1/2 inch to the left off center then tighten with a 3/4” wrench. (Refer to diagram 1 on page 17)
Step 2: Set Soccer Machine on top of left/right adjuster. Next attach elevation (Hi/Low) handle by turning
the handle clockwise into the (Hi/Low) adjust bar. (Refer to diagram 2 on page 17)
Step 3: Attach Speed Adjust Crank Handle by turning the handle clockwise into the Speed Adjust Nut.
(Refer to diagram 3 on page 17)
Step 4: Mount Soccer Guide Chute to the soccer machine frame using 3/8” bolts, flat washer, lock washer
& nut. (Refer to diagram 4 on page 17)
Step 5: Slide 3/4” stainless steel wheel spacers on wheel shafts, next slide 8” rubber wheels on the top
shaft and 6” rubber wheels on the bottom shaft. Finally slide the 3/4” flat washer, lock washer and nut on
both shafts and tighten with a wrench. (Refer to diagram 5 & 6 on page 18)
Step 6: Plug soccer machine power cord into a 110vac outlet. While machine is running, hand feed soccer
balls one at a time through guide chute, make adjustments as necessary using your Hi/Low & Speed adjust
handles.
Step 7: After desired kick is achieved, tighten down the 1/2” set nuts on the speed and elevation handles.
(Refer to diagram 3 on page 17)

CONVEYOR SYSTEM INSTALLATION:
Step 1: Mount Soccer Hopper onto 6” post. While holding hopper against post slide conveyor u-bolt into
place and hand tighten down using 5/8” nuts & washer. (Refer to diagram 7 on page 18)
Step 2: Align Soccer Hopper by turning it left or right until it is centered with the sump hole. After you
have aligned the hopper tighten down the 5/8” nuts located on the u-bolt. (Refer to diagram 8 on page 18)
Step 3: Assemble conveyor by sliding the top and bottom conveyor pieces together. (Refer to diagram 9a
on page 19) Next attach the s-clamps to both sides of the 1” tubing and tighten down using 5/16” flat
washer, lock washer & nut. (Refer to diagram 9b on page 19)
Step 4: Mount conveyor motor and mount bracket assembly to top end of conveyor and align with fingers
as shown in diagram 10a. After alignment tighten conveyor motor mount into place using 3/4 set collars.
(Refer to diagram 10b on page 19)
Continued on next page
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Step 5: Lift conveyor up and set into slots located on the back side of the Soccer Hopper. (Refer to diagram 11 on page 19)
Step 6: Attach drive belt around the AK56 & AK41 pulley’s. (Refer to diagram 12 on page 20)
Step 7: Place conveyor belt with flights on conveyor, slide both ends over top and bottom pulleys and
pull both ends of belt together and attach using conveyor bolts. (Refer to diagram 13 on page 20)
Step 8: To adjust tension of belt, loosen s-clamps on both sides of the square tubing. Next push the bottom of conveyor downwards until the belt is tight (leaving a 6” to 8” gap between belt and conveyor). After
you set the proper gap tighten down the s-clamps.
Step 9: Attach pickup bar on conveyor and slide down near the bottom of conveyor. (Refer to diagram
14 on page 20)
Step 10: Cut off shroud support that is attach at the top of shroud opening.
Step 11: Cut out opening of fiberglass shroud, leaving enough clearance for the conveyor flights. If fiberglass shroud does not fit into the 40” sump hole, trim the outside edges as necessary. (Refer to diagram 15
on page 20)
Step 12: Slide the pickup bar up until it is just below the fiberglass shroud and tighten into place .

SOCCER TROUGH & 90 DEGREE INSTALLATION:
Step 1: While holding aluminum trough up to a soccer hopper exit ramp, move exit end of trough so that it
is facing the soccer guide chute and cut trough one foot back from guide chute.
Step 2: Mount soccer aluminum trough to hopper exit ramp using 1/4” elevator bolt.
Step 3: Bolt red metal 90 degree drop to aluminum trough making sure the 90 degree exit hole is lined up
directly over soccer guide chute opening.
Step 4: Mount pinch roller bracket assembly onto 90 degree drop using 1/4” hardware. To adjust pinch
roller wheel to ball contact, loosen 1/4” nut on pinch roller bracket and slide up or down for the desired
pinched.
Step 5: Hang ball trough using chain, s-hook & j-hook to roof or beam support and align 90 degree drop
exit hole directly above soccer guide chute.
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LIGHT BOX INSTALLATION & WIRING:
Step 1: Mount and tighten light box to L-shaped post on the right side of soccer machine with the yellow
& red light facing the kicking stall.
Step 2: Connect soccer kicking machine male motor cord to female pigtail labeled “machine A” of the
light box.
Step 3: Connect ball count wire (white & black wire with fork terminal) to ball count micro-switch located
at bottom of soccer guide chute. Attach black wire to N.O. and white wire to COM on the micro-switch.
Step 4: Connect wire marked “Pinch Roller A” to the pinch roller assembly located on 90 degree drop.
(Attach black to black, white to other black and green to ground screw on box)
Step 5: Connect low voltage wire (Belden) from coin box to light box circuit board.
NOTE: Refer to page 34 for location to attach wires.
● Red wire to “COIN” screw
● Green wire to “COM” screw
● Black wire to “BALL” screw
Step 6: Zip tie all cords up off the ground, make sure you have enough clearance for the soccer ball to roll
under the wire.
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Kicking Stall

Left/Right Adjuster

U-Bolt

3 inch post
Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Hi/Low Adjust Bar
Hi/Low Crank Handle

Diagram 3

1/2” Set Nuts
3/8” Bevel Head Bolt
Speed Adjust
Crank Handle

Diagram 4
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3/4” wheel spacers

3/4” flat washer, lock
washer & nut
Diagram 5

Diagram 6

Diagram 8

Diagram 7
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Diagram 9a

Diagram 10a

Diagram 9b
Diagram 10b

Diagram 11
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Diagram 12

Diagram 13

Diagram 14

Diagram 15
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
FOR ABC’S
SOCCER RANGE SYSTEM

Pages 33 thru 42
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CAUTION! EMPLOYEES SHOULD ALWAYS WEAR A BATTING HELMET WITH FACE
GUARD AND SOUND A WARNING FOR BATTERS TO LEAVE BATTING STALLS DURING
MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
THIS EQUIPMENT SYSTEM HAS SEVERAL MOVING PARTS AND HIGH VOLTAGE PRESENT WHICH
POSE POTENTIAL DANGER TO ANY PERSON SERVICNG OR MAINTAINING IT. BEFORE SERVICING OR
MAINTAINING EQUIPMENT SYSTEM, YOU MUST REVIEW “MAINTENANCE” SECTION OF THIS
MANUAL. SERIOUS INJURIES COULD RESULT IF NOT REVIEWED, UNDERSTOOD AND FOLLOWED!

This introduction is an explanation of how ABC’s Soccer Range System works from the initiation of the game to the
completion of the game.
A. BC2-1A COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL
The Display Panel, or computer control panel, provides control and auditing of your Soccer cage. The control
panel has an adjustable program which enables the operator to set any time, coin and ball amounts he/she decides to use for
the range.
Please refer to the BC2-1A processor owners manual for operating instructions.
B. COIN BOX
The coin box and coin mechanism are linked to the light box via the Belden (low voltage) control cables. The coin
mechanism provides an input to the light box which then activates the corresponding lights, soccer machine motor and pinch
roller motor. This is achieved through a very simple process. The coin mechanism has two wires attached to its
microswitches and coin mechanism interface, one wire carries a signal, the other is ground. When the coin drops through
the coin mechanism and deflects the wire on the microswitch the signal is sent to the light box. The light box recognizes this
as an “input/signal” and begins the process of starting a game.
C. LIGHT BOX
The light box is the device which directs several functions of the soccer cage; the soccer machine motor, warning
lights, pinch roller motor and agitator motor all receive their operating current from the controller block located on the circuit
board. The light box is activated by a signal sent from the Coin box. The light box will operate until the number of balls
have been rolled or the game deleted. The ball count microswitch (attached to the soccer machine ball chute) provides
“inputs/signals” (pitched balls) to the controller block. When the programmed amount of pitched balls (“input/signal”) are
received by the controller block, the signal is discontinued and all functions of the cage stop (except for the soccer machine).
The soccer machine will continue to run for approximately 8 - 10 minutes, but no balls will be rolled until a new game is
activated at the coin box or manually at the display panel.
D. AUTOMATIC CONVEYOR SYSTEM
The Automatic conveyor system’s function is to collect the balls, carry them up to the hopper level, and deliver
them to the ball chutes. The conveyor drive motor rotates the top conveyor pulley, which drives the conveyor belt. The
soccer hopper has a “Chinese hat” that agitates the balls with its rotating action. The Chinese hat is driven by an electric
motor. After falling into the hopper, the balls leave through the exit holes and roll down the ball chutes.
E. PITCHING MACHINE
The Soccer machine is the heart of the soccer range. Maintenance, servicing, and operating instructions are
described throughout the various sections of this manual. The principle behind the rolling of the ball is simply based on the
RPM’s of the wheels (or wheel) and the amount of “pinch” on the ball. The two wheels rotate in the opposite directions and
at different RPM’s to create the proper “backspin” on the ball. The velocity of the roll is achieved when a ball is pinched
between the wheels and is accelerated by the rotating wheels.
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IMPORTANT TROUBLE SHOOTING INFORMATION
In order to effectively trouble shoot a problem in your soccer range you must first determine where
the problem is located. In most cases a problem will develop because of a component failure or a bad
electrical connection. The first step, in all cases, will be to look at your BC2-1A computer control panel to
see if the game has registered in that particular cage. If the game has registered, proceed to the Light Box
Section of this guide. If it does not register on the display panel proceed to the Coin Box Section.
The sequence of a normal game is:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Game is activated either by coin or “manually” through the microprocessor.
The pitching machine and the yellow light of the light box are activated.
The red light and pinch roller begin to operate, balls begin to pitch.
After the programmed amount of balls have been rolled, all functions stop except the
soccer machine. No balls will be rolled, but the soccer machine will continue to run for
approximately 8 - 10 minutes on the “off delay” cycle.

It is very important to observe the sequence of this operation and to take note of what is not
happening, or what is out of sequence. This will enable you to understand how the system works and
direct you to the specific problem area. If any problems occur that are not listed in the manual please call
the Service Department at ABC.
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I. BC2-1A COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL
What’s the

Is this the

Here’s the

PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

II. COIN BOX

PROBLEM
1) Customer inserts token into coin
mechanism and it does not register on
the display panel.

2) When game is in rent (time) mode.
Customer pushes “rent” button on
coin box but game does not activate.

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1a) Token in coin return

1a) Pull token out of coin return and try
again.

1b) Token stuck in coin mechanism.

1b) Open coin mech, by pinching the two
tabs together and pulling. Mechanism
will hinge out, then dislodge token.

c) Wire whisker on coin mechanism
microswitch needs adjustment.

1c) If coin is not registering, bend wire
in manner to make it longer. If multiple
counts are registering from one coin,
bend the wire in manner to make it
shorter.

1d) Defective coin mechanism
microswitch.

1d) Unplug the two wires connected to
the microswitch and touch them together
then release, if nothing registers on display panel call ABC.

1e) Wire in coin box is bad.

1e) Inspect wire going to microswitch for
nicks, cuts, or pinches. Repair as needed.

2a) Connections or wire from coin box
to light box is bad.

2a) Check connections between rent
button and light box. Repair or replace
as needed.

2b) Defective “rent button” on coin box. 2b) Replace “rent button”

2c) Defective “coin mech. Interface”
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2c) Replace “coin mech. Interface”

II. LIGHT BOX

PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1) Token inserted in coin mechanism, 1a) No power at electrical outlet, which 1a) NOTE: Check circuit breaker at service panel.
light box is plugged into.
but game does not begin.

1b) No power “120vac” at light box ter- 2a) Check for 120vac between “black”
and “white” wires located at the bottom
minal strip.
right of the terminal strip. If no power,
check power cord and cord end
1c) No power at primary side of trans- 2c) If there is no 120vac at primary side
(2 wire side) of transformer.
former (2 wire side).

1d) No power at secondary side of trans- 1d) If there is 120vac at primary (2 wire
side) section, but no 12vac from seconformer (3 wire side).
dary (3 wire side) section. Replace transformer.
1e) Defective “Controller Block”.

1g) Replace “8821 Controller Block”.

2) Token inserted in coin box, all com- 2a) No triggering voltage to yellow 2a) Replace “8821 Controller Block”
ponents begin operation except “yellow “LED” light from “Controller Block”.
light”.
2b) Defective yellow “LED” light
2b) Replace yellow “LED”light.
2c) Bad ground on light

2c) Repair ground connections.

2d) Poor connection in light box.

2d) Tighten all screws on circuit board.
NOTE: “do not over tighten screws, they
could break off”.

3) Token inserted, all components be- 3a) Loose wire on machine pigtail cord 3a) Remove female end of plug and check
coming from light box.
for loose wires.
gin operation except soccer machine.
NOTE: To isolate problem, unplug 3b) Defective “8557” machine relay.
light box and plug directly into outlet.
If soccer machine does not run, proceed to problem 1 in soccer machine 3c) Defective “8821” Controller block.
section. If machine does operate, proceed in this section.

3b) Replace “8557” machine relay inside
light box.
3c) Replace “8821” Controller block in
the light box.
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PROBLEM

CAUSE

4) Token inserted, all components be- 4c) Poor connection in light box.
gin operation except red light.

SOLUTION
4c) Tighten all screws on circuit board.
NOTE: DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN
SCREWS, THEY WILL BREAK OFF.

NOTE: Pinch Roller will not operate if
4b) Replace red “LED” light
red light is not functioning. This is a 4b) Defective red “LED” light
fail-safe condition built into the system.
4e) No triggering voltage to red “LED” 4e) Replace “8821” Controller block.
light from “Controller block”.
4f) Bad ground on “LED” light

4f) Repair ground connections.

5) Token inserted, all components be- 5a) Pinch roller set screw is loose on 5a) tighten pinch roller set screw on pinch
pinch roller motor shaft.
roller wheel. Set screw must tighten
gin operation except pinch roller.
against the flat spot on the Pinch roller
motor shaft.
5b) Bad or loose connection on power 5b) check wires for loose connection.
cord, going from “Light box” to “Pinch Trace from light box to pinch roller moroller motor”.
tor.
5c) Defective “8557” Feed relay.

5c) Replace “8557” Feed Relay.

5d) Defective “8821” Controller Block

5d) Replace “8821” Controller Block.

5e) Defective “Pinch Roller” motor.

5e) Replace “Pinch Roller” motor.

6) Pinch roller begins operating when 6a) Defective “8557” Feed relay.
light box is plugged into outlet. No
lights are on.
6b) Defective “8821” Controller Block.

6a) Replace “8557” Feed relay located on
the circuit board.

7) Red light and pinch roller both come 7) Bad “8821” Controller Block.
on as soon as token is inserted, (no delay between yellow).

7) Replace “8821” Controller Block.

8) Game has ended, lights go out, pinch 8a) Bad “8821” Controller Block
roller stops, but soccer machine continues to run after the 10 minute “off de8b) Defective “8557” machine relay
lay”.

8a) Replace “8821” Controller Block.

9) Token inserted and both lights come 9) Bad “8821” Controller Block
on at the same time.

9) Replace “8821” Controller Block.

10) Soccer machine runs as soon as 10a) Defective “8557” machine relay
light box is plugged into power. No
10b) Bad “8821” Controller Block
lights come on.

10a) Replace “8557” machine relay.
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6b) Replace “8821” Controller Block

8b) Replace “8557” Machine relay.

10b) Replace “8821” Controller Block.

IV. PITCHING MACHINE

PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

1) Token inserted, registers on display
panel, all components work except
soccer machine. NOTE: To isolate
problem, unplug machine from light
box pigtail and plug directly into the
outlet. If soccer machine does not
work, proceed in this section. If
machine does work, proceed to
problem 3 in the light box section.

1a) Bad connection in power cord male
plug.

1a) Remove male end of plug and check
for loose wires.

1b) Defective soccer machine motor.

1b) To verify, check for 115VAC at motor, where power cord is connected. If no
power is present, replace “soccer
machine motor”.

2) Inaccurate count on pitched balls.

2a) Arm on microswitch is not bent
enough to count balls accurately.

2a) If soccer machine is rolling more
balls than programmed for, bend arm on
microswitch up slightly. If soccer machine is rolling fewer balls than programmed for, bend arm on microswitch
down slightly.

2b) Wires to microswitch have been
knocked off or are loose.

2b) Check wire connection at microswitch, tighten or reconnect as needed.
Crimp new fork terminal on wire if it has
pulled out of fork terminal.

2c) Defective “Ball Count Microswitch”. 2c) To verify, remove wires from microswitch, touch them together and release. Every time you touch and release,
one ball should count down. Have someone observe display panel when conducting this test. If you obtain a count down
on display panel with this test, replace
microswitch.

3) Inaccurate rolled balls.

2d) Damaged Belden cable.

2d) Inspect Belden cable for breakage,
cuts, or nicks. Repair as needed.

3a) Incorrect wheel to wheel spacing or
wheel to pad spacing.

3a) Verify proper spacing, adjust if necessary. Refer to Servicing Your Equipment, on 54.

3b) Wheels on machine are worn.

3b) Inspect wheels for excessive wear,
uneven wear, or chunks of material that
are missing. Replace wheel
“immediately”.

3c) Wheels are not parallel to each other. 3c) Make sure ball contact surfaces on
wheels are parallel to each other. Adjust
wheel shaft to correct alignment.
3d) Balls are worn out.

3d) Inspect balls for wear and replace as
needed.
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PROBLEM
PROBLEM 3 CONTINUED.

4) Soccer machine is noisy.

5) Soccer machine is vibrating.

6) Unable to change speeds on soccer
machine.

CAUSE

SOLUTION

3e) Varying sizes of balls in system.

3e) If new balls are added to old balls,
inaccurate rolls may result. Maintain a
consistent size of balls.

3f) Dirt build-up on wheels.

3f) Inspect wheels for steady build-up.
Wheels may be cleaned with a rag and
acetone, with machine turned off. For
heavy build-up, use a 60 grit emery cloth.

4a) Drive belt on machine is worn or
frayed.

4a) Replace “AA-55” drive belt.

4b) Bearing on idler pulley is bad.

4b) Replace idler pulley.

4c) Wheel shaft bearing is worn.

4c) Replace wheel shaft bearing.

4d) Variable Speed Pulley is bad.

4d) Replace Variable Speed Pulley.

5a) Wheels on machine are out of balance, (harmonic imbalance).

5a) Adjust speed of machine slightly in
one direction or the other. Many times a
difference in Rpm's will make a vibration
go away. Or interchange top and bottom
wheels.

5b) Drive belt on machine is worn or
frayed.

5b) Replace “AA-55” drive belt.

5c) Wheel wobble.

5c) This occurs when wheels are not
mounted properly and causes the wheels
to wobble side to side. Remove wheel,
flip shaft collar around and make sure all
mating surfaces are clean, then remount
the wheel. If wobble still exists, interchange or replace wheel.

6a) Hex head jam nuts on “speed crank”
screw are not turning with crank screw,
when turning to adjust speed.

6a) Use two 3/4” wrenches and tighten
the nuts into each other. Make sure to
locate the nuts properly on “speed crank”
screw before tightening.

6b) Variable speed pulley is frozen in one 6b) Before changing variable speed pulposition.
ley, refer to page 56 or contact ABC for
details on how to free pulley.
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PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

7) Machine requires frequent adjustments, for balls that are rolled high/
low.

7) Locking nut on hi/low crank handle is
tightened in wrong location.

7) Refer to page # 52 for proper adjustment of Hi/Low Crank Handle.

8) Main frame on soccer machine is
cracking

8) Improper shaft spacing (too close) on
the machine.

8) Adjust wheel shaft to proper spacing.
Refer to page # 54 for correct dimensions. If frame is cracked, call ABC for
further instructions on how to repair.

V. AUTOMATIC CONVEYOR SYSTEM
1) Conveyor belt is not moving.

1a) No power at the outlet.

1a) Make sure power cord is plugged in
all the way. Check for power at the outlet
with a multimeter or by plugging in a
drill, radio or other device. If no power is
detected check circuit breaker.

1b) Conveyor motor drive belt has derailed.

1b) Lift up on motor and install drive
belt. Check pulley alignment.

1c) Ball stuck in conveyor.

1c) Dislodge any balls that are stuck in
the conveyor, look down inside the bottom end of the conveyor for balls
jammed around conveyor belt pulley.

1d) Damaged power cord.

1d) Check for nicks or cuts in power
cord. Repair or replace as needed.

1e) Damage to male end of power cord.

1e) Remove male end of plug and check
for damaged or loose wires.

1f) Defective conveyor motor.

1f) To verify, check for 115VAC at motor. If voltage is present, replace motor.

1g) Loose elevator flight bolts catching
on top end of conveyor.

1g) Tighten loose elevator flight bolts.
NOTE: DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN
BOLTS.

1h) Bad “current sensor”.

1h) Replace “current sensor” or call ABC
for verification.
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PROBLEM
2) Soccer distributing motor not turning.

3) Ball troughs are not filling with
balls.
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CAUSE

SOLUTION

2a) Stuck ball in hopper area.

2a) Dislodge any jammed balls.

2b) Circuit breakers on hopper has
popped.

2b) Check for any jammed balls, dislodge
them, and reset circuit breakers on hoppers.

2c) Power cord knocked loose by balls.

2c) Check power cord at outlet.

2d) Damaged power cord.

2d) Check for nicks or cuts on power
cord. Repair or replace as needed.

2e) No power at outlet.

2e) Check circuit breaker in service
panel, if okay call ABC for instructions.

2f) Bad “current sensor”.

2f) Replace “current sensor” or call ABC
for verification.

3a) Balls not returning to sump area.

3a) Dislodge balls from back of stalls in
pit area and all other areas in soccer cage.

3b) Ball quantity is low.

3b) Add balls to system (add a dozen at a
time and watch for results).

3c) Balls are hung up in various areas.

3c) Check for balls hung up in various
areas (i.e. holes in netting, hung up by
soccer machine power cords, etc...)

3d) Foreign object stuck in trough.

3d) Dislodge foreign objects.

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Pages 43 thru 48
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DAILY MAINTENANCE, VISUAL INSPECTIONS AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
DAILY CHECKLIST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Clean debris from Soccer area (pit, stalls, etc...)
Visually inspect the coin box for damage and repair as necessary.
Visually inspect Soccer stalls for any holes in netting, properly hung back stop pads. Repair if necessary.
Walk the inside perimeter of the cage visually checking for ripped netting ties at lower fence, holes in net
(including overhead), broken cables, and fencing connections.
Visually check Soccer machine area (the pit) for netting holes, rips in netting tie downs, etc. Repair if needed.
Visually check where balls are rolled through the Netting Holes. Balls must pass through the middle of the h o l e s
(not closer to any edge of hole). Make adjustments to net holes as needed.
Visually check light box warning lights for proper operation. Replace any broken lens or defective light bulbs.
Visually check 90 degree drop for proper alignment with ball chute. Check proper spacing between ball drop from
90 degree drop and top of ball chute. Proper spacing is 4-1/2” inches. Adjust as necessary.
Visually inspect ball chutes for proper alignment.
Visually inspect pinch roller wheel for damage or wear. Replace if necessary.
Visually inspect Soccer wheels for damage or wear. Replace if necessary.
Visually check guide chute “micro switch” cord from light box for proper attachment. Be certain that each wire
lead has a properly attached crimp-on “fork terminal” and that it is firmly connected to the micro switch leads.
Replace “wire ties” that attach micro switch wire to ball guide chute if broken.
Manually feed balls through Soccer machine and watch carefully for accurate rolls and make adjustments as
necessary. Drop a token in each coin box and count the number of pitches to assure micro switch is counting
correctly. Check for proper sequencing of light box. Section of Trouble Shooting Guide page 22
Turn on hopper/feeding system and observe its operation.
Visually check underneath fiberglass shroud at the bottom of the conveyor system before the machines have been
turned on for any debris that could block the conveyor.
Visually check balls for excessive or uneven wear, cracks or breaks. Replace as needed. Remember, never mix
different sizes of balls.
WHENEVER SERVICING OR CONDUCTING INSPECTIONS, ALWAYS KEEP LOOSE CLOTHING A N D
LONG HAIR AWAY FROM ANY MOVING PARTS! SERIOUS INJURIES COULD RESULT!
See section “Daily Operational Forms & Checklists”.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY OF THESE INSPECTIONS OR PROCEDURES AFTER REVIEWING AND CHECKING FOR MALFUNCTIONS,
CALL “ABC” IMMEDIATELY @ 1-800-578-2243
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WEEKLY MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE and OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

1. Wash entire soccer cage floor.
2. With soccer machine turned off, remove belt cover and check condition of belt. Then check the variable
speed pulley assembly for expansion and contraction by pushing the outside of the pulley assembly back and
forth. The sides of the pulley will slide back and forth over the shaft of the pulley. If the pulley is “sticky” or
does not move freely, lubricate the grease fitting with one pump of grease from the grease gun. Note: Soccer
Range locations with dry or sandy areas should be certain to check these pulleys weekly.
3. Check tension of BALL conveyor. Loosen or tighten as needed.

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
MONTHLY MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.

10.

Grease pillow blocks at both ends of the conveyor.
Lubricate shaft bearings - one pump every month per bearing. DO NOT OVER GREASE- this can reduce
the life of the bearing.
Lubricate variable speed pulley every 3-4 weeks, approximately 4 pumps per grease fitting, then run speed
of machine up and down 3-4 times to distribute the grease.
Overall visual and audio inspection every month checking for loose bolts, worn belts, loud bearings, etc...
Clean debris from sump area below fiberglass shroud.
Check roof over soccer machines for broken wood, Repair as necessary.
Check lighting for all cages.
All soccer stall gates must have auto-closing springs. Check them for proper tension (If your gates do not
have auto-closing springs, install them). Check for gaps in gates where balls could escape and adjust as
necessary.
Clean dust off soccer machine motors.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY OF THESE INSPECTIONS OR PROCEDURES
AFTER REVIEWING AND CHECKING FOR MALFUNCTIONS,
CALL “ABC” IMMEDIATELY @ 1-800-578-2243
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

SOCCER MACHINE

Daily

Weekly

2 Weeks

SHAFT BEARING - LUBRICATION (1 PUMP)

Monthly

√

MOUNTING SADDLE - LUBRICATION

√

SHAFT BEARING SET SCREWS

√
√

√

WHEEL WEAR

√

WHEEL CLEANING

√

DRIVE BELT INSPECTION

CONVEYOUR SYSTEM

√
√
√

Daily

Weekly

2 Weeks

√

POWER CORD INSPECTION

√
√

PINCH ROLLER WHEEL ADJUSTMENT

√

PINCH ROLLER WHEEL SET SCREW
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3 Months

6 Months

As Needed

√

CONVEYOR BELT TENSION

PINCH ROLLER ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Monthly

√

PULLEY BEARINGS - LUBE (1-2 PUMPS)

90 DEGREE DROP ALIGNMENT

As Needed

√

CRANK HANDLE - LUBRICATION

MOTOR INTAKE VENT CLEANING
(ONLY ON “OPEN DRIP PROOF MOTORS”)
CHECK 90 DEGREE DROP ADJUSTMENT WITH
BALL CHUTE

6 Months

√

VARIABLE SPEED PULLEY - LUBE (3 PUMPS)

ROLLING ACCURACY

3 Months

√

LIGHT BOX

Daily

BROKEN RED/AMBER LENSES

√

LIGHT BULBS

√

Weekly

POWER CORDS

√

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

√

2 Weeks

Monthly

3 Months

6 Months

√

CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTING SCREWS

√

DOOR CLAMPS

NETTING

As Needed

Daily

Weekly

2 Weeks

Monthly

2 Months

6 Months

As Needed

CABLE - ADJUSTMENTS

√

HOLE REPAIR

√

NET SLACK (FROM STRETCHING)

√

BALL EXIT HOLE ALIGNMENT

GENERAL
SELF CLOSING GATE DOORS

√

Daily

COIN BOX

Monthly

2 Months

6 Months

As Needed

2 Weeks

Monthly

3 Months

6 Months

As Needed

√
√

Daily

Weekly

√

TOKEN INSERT CLEANING
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

2 Weeks

√

WARNING SIGN CONDITION
CHECK BALL CONDITION

Weekly

√
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Classification of part orders
All part orders classified into two groups

WARRANTY
MEMO INVOICE

N/C

* For parts with return value
customer required to return
defective parts within 30 days or
invoice becomes payable in full.

for parts with no return value.
Service Personnel will advise.

NON - WARRANTY
STANDARD BILLING
Net 30, C.O.D., etc..

N/C
for orders of small value. Sales
Personnel will advise.

* - All parts not returned within 30 days are subject to charges.
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SERVICING YOUR EQUIPMENT

Pages 49 thru 58
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PT-5 CIRCUIT BOARD
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
It is common that after a rain storm or on a humid day your front machine net will sag, when this happens the net ring will lower,
ultimately obstructing the flight of the ball. It is recommended that anytime this happens you immediately shut down that cage
and re-adjust the net ring.

ADJUSTING NET RING
WARNING! Before any adjustment is made, make sure that nobody is batting in any of the cages. ABC recommends that
you adjust the net rings in the morning before you open to the public, or after you close. Keep loose clothing and long away from
all moving parts.
1) With a game activated and pitching, stand behind the machine and watch the flight of the ball to determine were it is hitting
the net ring. After you have verified were the ball is hitting the ring, un-plug the light box power cord from the receptacle and
mark the spot were the ball is hitting with a piece of tape.
2) For this step you will need 20 ft. of 1/4” nylon rope cut at 5 ft. lengths. With the four lengths of rope in your hand, position
yourself in front of the pit net facing the pitching machines. Take one rope at a time and attach them as shown in figure 1a.
3) Now that the net ring is secured in place, it’s time to adjust the ring directly in the center of the balls flight path. Locate the
area on the ring were you marked it with tape. Using figure 1b. as an example, un-tie the rope in the area marked with tape and
pull the rope until the center of the ring is directly in the middle of the balls flight path. WARNING: Before you allow
anyone to hit in the cage , it’s important that you pitch a round of balls through the ring to verify that the ball is flying directly
through the center. NOTE: It might take 2 or 3 adjustments to center the ring.

Figure 1a.
Figure 1b.
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1
2

(1) Left Right Hand Knob (194)
(2) Hi/Low Crank Handle (082)
(3) Speed Adjust Crank Handle (080)
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3

EQUIPMENT ADJUSTMENTS
SOCCER MACHINES
IMPORTANT NOTE: ACCURACY OF THE SOCCER MACHINE SHOULD BE CHECKED
EVERY DAY BEFORE OPENING AND PERIODICALLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY. ALL
ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE MADE WHILE THE SOCCER STALL IS VACANT OF
EMPLOYEES OR CUSTOMERS. VERIFY THAT THE BALL IS CONSISTENTLY ROLLING
OVER THE KICKING AREA BEFORE ALLOWING ANY CUSTOMERS TO ENTER THE
SOCCER STALL.

BALL VELOCITY ADJUSTMENT
The speed of the ball is increased or decreased by adjusting the “Variable Speed Pulley”. This is
accomplished by turning the “Speed Adjust Crank handle” in the appropriate direction. See diagram page
40, part (080). Standing behind the machine, a clockwise rotation will decrease velocity, while a
counterclockwise rotation will increase velocity. To make a speed adjustment, loosen the “Speed Crank
Jam Nut” , and turn the handle in the desired direction. When speed adjustment has been completed,
tighten the Speed Crank Jam Nut to secure the handle in that position. The trajectory (High/Low) of the
pitch and Right/Left adjustment will need to be checked and/or re-adjusted after any speed change.

HIGH/LOW ADJUSTMENT
The rolling height may be raised or lowered by turning the “High.Low Crank Handle” in the appropriate
direction, see page 40, part (082). A clockwise rotation will raise the arc and distance of the ball before
hitting the ground, while a counterclockwise rotation will lower the arc and distance of the ball before
hitting the ground. To make a trajectory adjustment, loosen the “High/Low Crank Jam Nut”, and turn the
handle in the desired direction. When the adjustment has been completed, tighten the “High/Low Crank
Jam Nut” to secure the handle in that position.

RIGHT/LEFT ADJUSTMENT
Rolled balls may be adjusted right or left by two methods. For minimal adjustments, use the “Right/Left
Adjust Knob” located on the post mount assembly. To make an adjustment, loosen the R/L Adjust Knob
Jam Nut” and turn the knob in the appropriate direction, see page 40, part (194). When the adjustment has
been completed, tighten the “R/L Adjust Jam Nut” to secure in position. For large right or left adjustments,
turn knob until post mount assembly is positioned approximately halfway of it’s travel. Loosen nuts on UBolt and re-position entire machine so that balls are passing over the center of home plate. Tighten U-Bolt
by alternating back and forth between the two nuts, equally tightening each nut until secure. Once U-Bolt is
tight, check pitch and fine tune using the “Right/Left Adjust Knob”. Be sure to tighten jam nut when
adjustment is complete.
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WHEEL SHAFT ADJUSTMENTS

SOCCER SHAFT DIMENSIONS
X=Center of shaft to center of shaft

13-1/2
Inches

Y=Bottom edge of shaft to bottom
edge of frame

4-1/4
Inches

NOTE: “Y” dimension must be equal to insure
Shaft is parallel with frame.
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VAS & SAS BEARING INSTALLATION
FAFNIR SELF-LOCKING COLLAR DIRECTIONS
Most Fafnir housed units are equipped with the self-locking collar to facilitate the mounting of wide inner
ring bearings. This self-locking collar eliminates the need for locknuts, washers, sleeves and adapters.
The locking collar has a counter bored recess which is made purposely eccentric with the bore. The
collar recess and the end of the bearing inner ring with which it engages are both machined so that they act
as mating cams when on the shaft.
When the collar is engaged to the inner ring, it grips the shaft tightly with a positive binding action
that increases with use. No adjustments of any kind are necessary.
1) Slip the shaft through the pillow block or other fafnir housed unit when incorporates the wide inner ring
bearing. Be certain the bearing is aligned in position along the shaft to eliminate any possibility of
cramping loads. Refer to dia. #1
2) Fasten the unit securely to the base using the proper bolt size specified in the catalog. Refer to dia. #2
3) Place the self-locking collar on the shaft with its cam adjacent to the cam on the end of the bearings inner
ring. Turn the collar in the direction of shaft rotation. The eccentric recessed cam will slide over and
engage the corresponding cam on the bearing inner ring. Refer to dia. #3
4) Using a lightweight hammer and drift pin inserted in the drift pin hole, strike in the direction of shaft
rotation to positively engage the collar. The wide inner ring is now locked to the shaft. Refer to dia. #4
5) As a final step, fully tighten the set screw. It exerts a wedging action to hold the collar always in the
engaged position, even under shock load. This fafnir design will operate effectively after the cams are
tightly locked in most cases with no setscrew at all. Refer to dia. #5

DIA. #1

DIA. #3

DIA. #2

DIA. #5

DIA. #4
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VARIABLE SPEED PULLEY
1) “FIG A” illustrates maximum speed of pitching machine and gives the dimension for sliding action (x-dimension) of pulley.
1a) The maximum speed is obtained by turning the speed handle “counter clockwise”. NOTE: Notice in “FIG. A” the
outer edge of the pulley does not exceed this, as it will cause your belt to “wear prematurely” or “derail”.
2a) The sliding dimension, shown a “X” in “FIG. A” is to check if your pulley is sticking and needs to be lubricated. To
verify if your pulley is good, remove the belt and push pulley towards the pitching machine motor until it touches the “shaft
collar attachment”, (FIG. C) then let go. The pulley should slide back into place at approximately 1/2” to 5/8” from surface to
surface as shown in “FIG. A”.
2) “FIG. B” illustrates minimum speed of rolling balls and gives the spreading action of the pulley halves.
1b) The minimum speed is obtained by turning the speed handle “clockwise”. NOTE: Notice in “FIG. B”, when the
Soccer Machine is at its slowest speed, there is a gap between the belt and the inner surface of the Variable Speed Pulley, “ Do
not exceed this”. If the belt is allowed to bottom out on the pulley shaft it will wear the belt “prematurely”.
2b) The sliding action shown with the arrows in “FIG. B” is the direction the pulley halves should move when slowing
the Soccer Machine down. When speeding machine up to maximum speed, pulley halves should close as per “FIG. A”. If the
sliding action is not functioning as shown id “FIG. A” & FIG. B”, grease Variable Speed Pulley as suggested in Maintenance
Procedures in your ABC owners manual, or replace pulley immediately. NOTE: When installing new Variable Speed Pulley,
make sure that the pulley halves lines up with the bottom wheel shaft pulley.
3) “FIG. C” illustrates the correct way to insert the (2) set screws. Notice in “FIG. C” the top screw tightens down on the “motor
shaft keyway”. Also notice that the set screw on the right tightens down on the edge of the “motor shaft”. Failure to tighten set
screws in proper location will cause Variable Speed Pulley to slide off the end of the shaft or slide enough to throw the belt off
the pulleys.

Figure A

Figure C
Figure B
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SOCCER CAGE WINTERIZATION
GRAVITY FLOW DRAIN SYSTEM
1) Turn power off leading to A/R Conveyor System and Soccer Machines.
2) Place plastic bag over pitching machine, light boxes and coin boxes, ventilate bottom of bags.
3) Remove fiberglass shroud then disconnect conveyor from hopper and place in area away from rain,
snow, sleet etc...
4) Netting System: The safest method to protect your net and pipe structure would be to un-tie the rope
lanyards at every perimeter pole and let the net hang straight down. Another method that would give you a
comfortable degree of safety and saves you the job of pulling the net back up in the spring is as follows.
a) Tie a piece of net twine to the metal ring in the net, then tie it off to the horizontal rail.
b) Un-tie rope lanyards from perimeter vertical pipe, leaving un-tied end of rope resting on
the canopy net.
This will hold the net in place, yet the single strand of twine would break loose under a heavy load. Upon
opening in the spring you would need to re-tie the rope lanyards to the vertical pipes.

ELECTRIC POWERED SUMP PUMP DRAIN SYSTEM
1) Place plastic bag over all Soccer Machines, then ventilate the bottom of each bag.
2) Remove light boxes and place in a covered area away from direct weather. Cover up any bare wiring
and place away from flooding levels.
3) Remove fiberglass shroud then disconnect conveyor from hopper and place in area away from rain,
snow, sleet, etc...
4) Netting System: Refer to #4 of “gravity flow drain system”.
NOTE: If you have any questions before winterizing please call ABC’s Customer Service Department for
questions.
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CURRENT SENSOR INSTALLATION DIRECTIONS
WARNING!

DISCONNECT POWER FROM SUB PANEL BEFORE BEGINNING.

1) After verifying that power has been interrupted from sub panel, remove the two main feeder lines from terminal blocks. Slip the main lines
through the holes in the Current Sensor and re-connect to terminal blocks.
2) Mount Mercury Displacement Relay in the back or on the side of the sub panel.
3) Route original switched line going to conveyor duplex to the bottom lug of the relay (south). At this time install the power feed wire to the
same relay lug and then to the Current Sensor bottom screw as per Drawing.
4) Install new hot line to conveyor receptacle as shown in drawing.
5) Install neutral wire from Mercury Displacement Relay (east) to neutral strip inside sub panel.
6) Connect switching circuit wire from Current Sensor top screw to the Mercury Displacement Relay (west).
7) Leave On/Off switch in the building for the conveyor receptacle in the “ON” position for proper operation of the Current Sensor.
NOTE: If the main lines from your sub panel have any other hot lines besides the pitching machine hot lines going through the Current Sensor
such as sump pump, conveyor receptacle, lights, etc... this could result in the conveyor belt running contiguously. To correct this problem you
have two choices, you can either cancel out all the extra hot lines or route only the pitching machine receptacle hot lines through the Current
Sensor. If you have any further questions contact ABC’s Service Department.

SWITCHING CIRCUIT

NEW HOT LINE FOR
RECEPTACLE

CURRENT SENSOR
POWER FEED WIRE

NEUTRAL WIRE

SWITCHED LINE
FROM BUILDING
NEW ROUTE FOR
HOT LINE
NEUTRAL STRIP
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ORIGINAL HOT LINE
TO RECEPTACLE

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
PARTS AND PRICE GUIDE

Pages 59 thru 69

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

59

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION.

WHEN ORDERING BY
PHONE...
To ensure same day shipping - all orders received
by 2:30 PM Pacific Standard Time (6:30 Eastern)
will be shipped that day unless items need special
packing or back ordering.

Eliminate Mistakes
And Save Time!

Suggestions for speeding your order:
1. Fill in your order form before you call.
2. Ask for the Parts Department.
3. Use Part Numbers.
4. Have this Parts Guide available for any questions.

UPS Charges
COD collection fee - $8.50
Insurance - each package declared value of $100
or more - .35 cents per $100.

YOUR ORDER!
1-503-390-4974
Save time and ensure accurate shipping by
faxing your orders. Don’t worry about
phones or Time Zones. Just indicate how
you want it shipped....Regular, Third Day,
Second Day, or Overnight!

UPS Regular - 5 to 7 working days.
UPS 3rd Day - within 3 working days.
UPS Blue - within 2 working days.
UPS Red - Next day delivery.
Be sure to make copies of the Fax Order
UPS Red Saturday - available in most areas. Form at the end of this book.

WHEN ORDERING BY FAX...
ABC ACCOUNTING TERMS
“PLEASE READ CAREFULLY” - Your efforts to keep your account current will ensure
you “PROMPT” service and parts shipment as well as the convenience of an open account.
1). All new range operators will begin with NET/30 terms and a $2500.00 limit.
2). If account goes to “OVER 60” status, customer will be placed on “COD”. ABC
accounting personnel will be in contact to notify you of your status change and inquire about
payment.
3). If account goes to “OVER 90” status, customer will be placed on “PERMANENT”
COD. No service or part shipments will be available until the account is cleared. Customer
will remain on COD terms, no exceptions.
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ABC MODEL AH1000SC AUTOMATIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
(Includes Hopper, Conveyor, Agitator System, Feed Troughs 90 Degree Drops
and Pinch Roller Assemblies) NOTE: add $250.00 for each additional cage.

$6250.00

ABC MODEL AP-1000SC “KICKER” SOCCER MACHINE
(Cost per soccer machine and related hardware)

$2250.00

ABC MODEL BC2-1A 5000 COMPUTER CONTROL PANEL
(Controls up to 60 soccer machines)

$2800.00

ABC MODEL LB-5010 WARNING LIGHT BOX
(requires one per soccer machine)

$ 950.00

ABC MODEL CB-1000 DOUBLE WIDE COIN BOX
(requires one per soccer machine)

$ 365.00

40” x 36” SUMP HOLE LINER
(requires one per outdoor soccer range system)

$ 500.00

40” x 24” SUMP HOLE LINER
(requires one per indoor soccer range system)

$ 400.00

2-CAGE IDENTIFICATION/WARNING SIGN SET

$ 300.00

3-CAGE IDENTIFICATION/WARNING SIGN SET

$ 450.00

4-CAGE IDENTIFICATION/WARNING SIGN SET

$ 600.00

5-CAGE IDENTIFICATION/WARNING SIGN SET

$ 750.00
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Cage Netting for standard “SOCCER” Blue Print Design:
2 - Cage Standard Netting System
3 - Cage Standard Netting System
4 - Cage Standard Netting System
5 - Cage Standard Netting System

RUBBER SOCCER BALLS
(price each)

“ABC” Construction Blueprints:
2 thru 10 Cage System Drawings (price per set)
(* = credited on any equipment system order)

$
$
$
$

3200.00
3800.00
4600.00
5500.00

$ 9.60

*$250.00

STATE, LOCAL OR OTHER TAXES MAY APPLY, (TAXES NOT COLLECTED BY “ABC”)
ALL PRICES F.O.B. SALEM, OREGON, U.S.A.
PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SPARE PARTS KIT
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$ 725.00

ABC MODEL AP-1000SC SOCCER MACHINE PARTS
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

001

Soccer Machine Frame

1

$350.00

002

Soccer Machine Belt Guard

1

$200.00

003

Soccer Machine Motor Guard

1

$150.00

005

Soccer Machine Motor

1

$220.00

009

Starter Motor Capacitor

1

$ 35.00

012

Wheel Spacer Collar

4

$

014

Shaft Bearing 3/4” Right

2

$ 27.00 each

015

Shaft Bearing 3/4” Left

2

$ 27.00 each

017

Soccer Pinch Roller Bearing

1

$ 28.00 each

021

Soccer Wheel Shaft

2

$ 60.00 each

030

Nut, 3/4”

2

$

2.00 each

035

Lock Washer, 3/4”

1

$

1.00

036

Flat Washer, 3/4”

2

$

1.00 each

040

Fixed Speed Kit, Slow

1

$ 40.00

045

AG56D Drive Pulley without Hub

1

$ 15.00

048

Hub, H x 3/4”

2

$ 10.00 each

050

AG30D Drive Pulley without Hub

1

$ 10.00

054

Fixed Speed Kit, Medium

1

$ 40.00

055

Fixed Speed Kit, Fast

1

$ 40.00

060

Variable Speed Pulley, 5/8”

1

$125.00

061

V/S Spring Cover Cap

1

$ 17.00

062

V/S Pulley Nameplate Washer

1

$

5.00

063

V/S Pulley Retaining Clip

1

$

3.00

065

AA-55 Drive Belt

1

$ 17.00

070

Idler Pulley

1

$ 35.00

075

Speed Adjust Bar with Shaft

1

$ 15.00

5.00 each
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ABC MODEL AP-1000SC SOCCER MACHINE PARTS
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

080

Speed Adjust Crank Handle

1

$ 15.00

081

High/Low Adjust Bar

1

$ 15.00

082

High/Low Crank Handle

1

$ 15.00

085

Speed Adjust Arm with Collar

1

$ 20.00

090

Speed Adjust Nut

1

$ 10.00

135

Light Box Clamp

2

$

5.00 each

136

Light Box Clamp Screw

2

$

.75 each

181

Pinch Roller Box

1

$ 15.00

184

Pinch Roller Bottom Cover

1

$

185

Pinch Roller Motor

1

$ 45.00

187

1/2” O-flex Strain Relief

5

$

2.50 each

188

1/2” Lock Nut

5

$

1.50 each

190

Ball Count Micro-switch

1

$ 17.00

193

L/R Adjust Spring

2

$

194

Left/Right Hand Knob

1

$ 10.00

199

Light Box Lens Guard

1

$ 18.00

220

Light Box Cabinets

1

$ 13.50

221

Light Box Mounts

1

$ 13.50
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5.00

2.50 each

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS & LIGHT BOX SYSTEMS
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

244

5 amp. Circuit Breaker

2

$

245

Mercury Displacement Relay

1

$ 45.00

255

15amp Male Cord End

1

$ 10.00

257

20amp Male Cord End

1

$ 10.00

258

20amp Female Cord End

2

$ 12.00 each

300

Conveyor Belt w/o Flights

1

$185.00

301

Conveyor Belt Complete

1

$500.00

302

Conveyor Rubber Flapper

1

$ 10.00

303

UHMW Flight Guide

1

$ 65.00

304

2-5/8” UHMW Rollers

6

$

5.00 each

305

2” HMW Rollers

6

$

5.00 each

310

Conveyor Belt Pulley

2

$ 50.00 each

311

AK 41 x 3/4” Sheave

1

$ 20.00

312

AK 56 x 3/4” Sheave

1

$ 25.00

315

Conveyor Motor (6K352)

1

$425.00

1007

Soccer “KICKER” Machine

1

$1995.00

709

Coin Mechanism Interface

1

$ 50.00

420

Soccer Owners Manual (PT-5)

1

$ 15.00

5002

Soccer Owners Manual (SA-5)

1

$ 15.00

5005

Light, Red LED

1

$ 50.00

5006

Light, Yellow LED

1

$ 50.00

5007

PT-5 Circuit Board

1

$450.00

5009

PT-5 Controller Block

1

$250.00

5010

PT-5 Warning Light Box

1

$695.00

5.00 each
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ABC MODEL AH1000SC AUTOMATIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

317

Conveyor Drive Belt (4L450)

1

$ 10.00

272

Nylon Plug 1.125

1

$

1.00 each

327

Nylon Plug .875

2

$

.75 each

328

3” x 3/4” Stainless Steel Shafts

6

$

4.00 each

330

Hopper Motor (5K935)

2

$295.00 each

331

Wiper Bar

2

$ 15.00 each

336

Conveyor Motor Mount

1

$ 65.00

338

Pick-Up Bar

1

$ 50.00

339

Conveyor Wedge

1

$ 40.00

340

Fiberglass Shroud

1

$175.00

342

Conveyor Belt Guard Cover

1

$ 20.00

343

Conveyor Belt Guard Backing Plate

1

$ 15.00

355

Conveyor U-Bolt

1

$ 20.00

404

Coin Mechanism Microswitch

2

$ 15.00 each

421

Double Coin Box with Tray

1

$250.00

423

1.125 Token Mechanism 1pc.

2

$ 45.00 each

424

25¢ Coin Mechanism 1pc.

2

$ 45.00 each

427

1.125 Tokens (500per Bag)

1

$ 90.00

428

1.073 Tokens (500per Bag)

1

$ 95.00

429

1.073 Token Mechanism 1pc.

2

$ 45.00 each

430

#217 Coin Box Lock

1

$ 12.00

431

#221 Coin Box Lock

1

$ 12.00

434

1.073 Gate Replacement

2

$ 15.00 each

441

Coin Mech. Push Button Label

2

$
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2.00 each

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS & ACCESSORIES
PART PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

442

Token Push Button Label

2

$

444

1.125 Gate Replacement

2

$ 15.00 each

445

Rent Button w/o Microswitch

1

$

5.50

446

Rent Button Microswitch

1

$

2.00

450

Rent Button Microswitch Complete

1

$

7.50

472

Soccer Sump Diverter/Right

1

$ 30.00

474

Soccer Sump Diverter/Left

1

$ 30.00

476

Soccer Bottom Conveyor

1

$550.00

478

Soccer Top Conveyor

1

$550.00

479

Soccer Conveyor Flights

15

$ 12.00 each

494

6” Pole Protector Cover

1

$ 60.00

497

Pole Protector Foam

1

$ 40.00

498

16” Pole Protector Cover

1

$ 60.00

499

1/4” Black Rope (Price per ft.)

1

$

500

16” Pole Protector Assembly

1

$ 100.00

501

6” Pole Protector Assembly

1

$ 100.00

502

White Rubber Backstop

1

$ 75.00

506

Netting Needle

1

$

507

Netting Scissors

1

$ 45.00

508

Netting Twine

1

$

9.00

510

Trough H/Chain (Price per ft.)

10

$

.25

511

J-Hooks

2

$

.25 each

512

S-Hooks

1

$

.25

513

4ft. Tall Net Protector

As needed

$

514

Soccer Chinese Hat

1

2.00 each

.15

5.00

2.50 ft.

$ 90.00
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MISCELLANEOUS PARTS & ACCESSORIES
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

515

Soccer Conveyor Motor Mount

516

7ft Tall Net Protector

517

Soccer Trough

1

$ 150.00

518

Soccer 90 Degree Drop

1

$

90.00

519

Soccer Pinch Roller Mount Bracket

1

$

25.00

520

Soccer Pinch Roller Wheel w/Shaft

1

$

50.00

521

Soccer Guide Chute

1

$ 120.00

523

Soccer Hopper

1

$1000.00

524

Soccer 6” Rubber Wheel

2

$

65.00

525

Soccer 8” Rubber Wheel

2

$

75.00

526

Soccer Ball (size 5)

1

$

9.60

790

“1” sign

1

$

8.00

792

“2” sign

1

$

8.00

793

“3” sign

1

$

8.00

794

“4” sign

1

$

8.00

795

“5” sign

1

$

8.00

796

“6” sign

1

$

8.00

797

“7” sign

1

$

8.00

798

“8” sign

1

$

8.00

799

“9” sign

1

$

8.00

800

“10” sign

1

$

8.00

801

Soccer Warning Sign (24”x 36”)

1

$

90.00

806

“Be Alert” sign

1

$

18.00

811

“No One Under 6” sign

1

$

18.00

812

“No One Under 16” sign

1

$

18.00
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1

$

As needed

$

70.00
4.50 ft.

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS & ACCESSORIES
PART

PART DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY/MACHINE

COST/EACH

815

“Out of Order” sign

1

$ 18.00

817

Sign Mounting Bracket (24”x 36”)

1

$ 50.00

820

“Caution” decal (Light Box)

1

$

1.50

822

“Reset Button” decal (Motor)

1

$

1.50

825

“Machine A” decal (Light Box)

1

$

1.00

830

“Pinch Roller A” decal (Light Box)

1

$

1.00

835

“Speed Control” decal (Machine)

1

$

2.00

836

“Ball” decal (SA-3 Light Box)

1

$

1.00

837

“Delete” decal (SA-3 Light Box)

1

$

1.00

838

“Coin” decal (SA-3 Light Box)

1

$

1.00

839

“Start” decal (SA-3 Light Box)

1

$

1.00

840

“ABC” decal (Machine)

1

$

2.00

841

“Rent” decal (SA-3 Light Box)

1

$

1.00

018

Soccer 5/8” Flange Block

1

$ 25.00

019

Soccer Agitator Motor

1

$225.00

022

Rigid Steel Coupling

1

$ 35.00

960

Red Touch-Up Paint

1

$

1005

Left/Right Post Mount Assembly

1

$100.00

1020

Double Coin Box Complete 1.125

1

$365.00

1021

Double Coin Box Complete 25¢

1

$365.00

1022

Double Coin Box Complete 1.073

1

$365.00

1031

Soccer Spare Parts Kit

1

$725.00

1036

Tool Box Complete

1

$295.00

1080

Door closure Kit

1

$150.00

7.00
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70

SOCCER CAGE
PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Pages 71 thru 80

71

Pinch Roller Shaft & Wheel, see page 68

Soccer 8” & 6” Rubber Wheels, see page 68

Soccer Ball size 5, see page 62
Wheel Shaft, Left Bearing & Right
Bearing, see page 63

Pinch Roller Shaft Bearing, see
page 56

72

Soccer Guide Chute, see page 68
Soccer Pinch Roller Mount Bracket, see
page 68

Soccer Trough, see page 68

Soccer 90 Degree Drop, see page 68

73

Ball Count Microswitch
see page 64

Post Mount Left/Right Adjust
Assembly, see page 69

Pinch Roller Motor, see page 64

Soccer Machine Motor, see
page 63
Token Mechanism
Token Insert
see page 66

74

AG56D Drive Pulley, see page 63
(Top Pulley)
Idler Pulley, see page 63
(Bottom Left Pulley)
AG30D Drive Pulley, see page 63
(Bottom Center Pulley)
Variable Speed Pulley, see page 63
(Bottom Right Pulley)

(1) Speed Adjust Crank Handle, See page 64

1
2

(2) Speed Adjust Nut, See page 64

3

(3) Speed Adjust Arm with Collar, See page 64

4
(4) Hi/Low Crank Handle, See page 64

7

(5) Hi/Low Adjust Bar, See page 64
(6) Speed Adjust Bar with Shaft, See page 63

5
6

(7) Wheel Spacer Collar, See page 63

75

BC2 Control Panel, see page 61

PT-5 Warning Light Box
w/Led Lights
see page 65

Soccer Chinese Hat
see page 67

76

Pick-Up Bar (Top)
Wiper Bar (Bottom)
see page 66

Conveyor Flights, Conveyor Belt, Fiberglass Shroud, see page
66 & 67

Conveyor Motor, Mount & Belt
Guard, see page 66

Double Coin Box Complete
see page 69

77

Netting Twine, Needle & Scissor,
see page 67

Door Closure Kit
see page 69

#217 & #221
Coin Box Locks
see page 66
Batting cage Blue Prints, see page 62

Netting Rings,
see page 67

Pole Protector Pads, see page 67
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Part # 806

NO ONE UNDER
THE AGE OF 6
PERMITTED TO USE
BATTING CAGES

Serious Injuries Could Result With The Use
Of This Device. Users Assume The Inherent
Risks Of Kicking Soccer Balls. If Users Have
Any Questions Regarding The Use Of This
Device Or The Inherent Risks Associated
With The Use Of This Device, Ask The
Attendant Before Using The Soccer Cages.

KICK SOCCER BALLS
AT OWN RISK
No Person Under The Influence Of
Drugs Or Alcohol Is Allowed To Use
These Soccer Cages.
Anyone Under The Age of 12 Must Be
Accompanied By An Adult.
Players Must Wear Shoes.
Report All Accidents Immediately!

STAY IN STALL WHILE KICKING SOCCER
BALLS
BE ALERT: If Warning Lights Are On, Machine Is
Capable Of Rolling A Soccer Ball At Any Time.
BE ALERT: Watch For Soccer Balls
Rolling Under Feet.

Part # 811

1. Read Warning / Instruction Signs.
2. Insert Coin Token.
3. Top Warning Light Will Light.
4. 10 Second Delay.
5. Bottom Warning Light Will Light.
6. Balls Will Begin To Pitch.
7. Game Is Over When Both Lights
Turn Off.

BE ALERT! If Warning Lights Are On, Machine Is
Capable Of Pitching A Ball At Any Time.

WARNING!

Pitching Machine Will Throw
Both Balls And Strikes.

Part # 805

NO ONE UNDER
THE AGE OF 16
PERMITTED TO USE
THIS CAGE
Part # 812

Part # 790-800

Part # 815
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SPARE PARTS INVENTORY LIST
(PART # 1032)
ABC recommends the following parts be in stock at all times.
DESCRIPTION

80

QUANTITY

AA-55 Belts

2

Soccer Machine A/C Motor

1

Pinch Roller Motor

1

Ball Count Microswitch

2

Coin Mechanism Microswitch

1

#221 Lock

1

#217 Lock

1

Red Touch-Up Paint

1

Trough Hanging Chain

30 ft.

Bevel Head Bolts

3

S-Hooks

5

PT-5 Controller Block

1

6” Soccer Wheel

1

8” Soccer Wheel

1

Soccer Pinch Roller Wheel w/Shaft

1

DAILY OPERATIONAL
FORMS & CHECKLISTS

Pages 81 thru 90
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DAY SUPER:

DATE:

NIGHT SUPER:

DATE:

TIME IN:
TIME IN:

TIME OUT:
TIME OUT:

MICROPROCESSOR READINGS
CAGE NO.

CLOSING DISPLAY READINGS

OPENING DISPLAY READINGS

TOTAL PLAYS

CLOSING RENTAL READINGS

OPENING RENTAL READINGS

TOTAL PLAYS

CLOSING READINGS

OPENING READINGS

TOTAL AMOUNT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

RENTAL TIME
15 min.
30 min.
45 min.
60 min.
90 min.
50 balls
100 balls
150 balls
250 balls
Manl.
BILL CHANGER
$ 1.00
$ 5.00
$10.00
$20.00

WEATHER INFORMATION
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COUPONS / FREE GAME

APPROX. HIGH:

1 -FREE TOKEN:

APPROX. LOW:

2 - FREE TOKENS:

COMMENTS:

5 - FREE TOKENS:
GIFT CERTIFICATE:

DAILY CHECKLIST
CHECK

DATE______/_____/______

INSPECTED
BY:

Clean debris from kicking area (pit, stalls, etc…)
Visually inspect the coin box for damage and repair as necessary.
Visually inspect soccer stalls for any holes in netting, properly hung back stop pads, verify gates
have return springs attached and that the gates fully close. Repair if necessary.
Walk the inside perimeter of the cage visually checking for ripped netting ties at lower fence, holes
in net (including overhead), broken cables, and fencing connections.
Visually check soccer machine area (the pit) for netting holes, rips in netting tie downs, etc. Repair
if needed.
Visually check where balls are rolled through the Netting Holes. Balls must pass through the middle of the holes (not closer to any edge of hole). Make adjustments to net holes as needed.
Visually check light box warning lights for proper operation. Replace any broken lens or
defective light bulbs.
Visually check 90 degree drop for proper alignment with ball chute. Check proper spacing between
ball drop from 90 degree drop and top of ball chute. Proper spacing is 4.5 inches of drop. Adjust as
necessary.
Visually inspect ball chutes and ball guide chutes for proper alignment.
Visually inspect pinch roller wheel for damage or wear. Replace if necessary.
Visually inspect soccer wheels for damage or wear. Replace if necessary.
Visually check guide chute “micro switch” cord from light box for proper attachment. Be certain
that each wire lead has a properly attached crimp-on “fork terminal” and that it is firmly connected
to the micro switch leads. Replace “wire ties” that attach micro switch wire to ball guide chute if
broken.
Manually feed balls through soccer machine and watch carefully for accurate rolls and make adjustments as necessary. Drop a token in each coin box and count the number of pitches to assure micro
switch is counting correctly. Check for proper sequencing of light box. Section of Trouble Shooting
Guide pages 22
Turn on hopper/feeding system and observe its operation.
Visually check underneath fiberglass shroud at the bottom of the conveyor system before the machines have been turned on for any debris that could block the conveyor.
Visually check bats for cracks and worn out grips. Replace as needed.
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DECK DUTIES CHECKLIST
TIMES

10:00am
10:30am
11:00am
11:30am
12:00pm
12:30pm
1:00pm
1:30pm
2:00pm
2:30pm
3:00pm
3:30pm
4:00pm
4:30pm
5:00pm
5:30pm
6:00pm
6:30pm
7:00pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
8:30pm
9:00pm
9:30pm
10:00pm
10:30pm
11:00pm
11:30pm
12:00pm
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Check all
Gabage Cans

Check Parking
Lot

DATE:
Litter & Light
Patrol on
Mini Golf

Inspect Pit
Area

Check Loose
Wire, Balls
etc...

Arcade
Inspection

Check
Restrooms

Inspected By:

DUTIES

ASSIGNED
TO

CHECK
OFF

SUPERVISOR
GRADE

SWEEP - Golf courses, (all trash and cigarette butts)
Proshop areas, deck area, parking lot, breezeway and ice
cream area.
LITTER PATROL - Entire facility

PUT UMBRELLAS UP

SET-UP SOCCER MACHINES

CHECK NETTING & REPAIR HOLES

CHECK CONVEYOR & SHROUD SO NOTHING
IS BLOCKING CONVEYOR
CHECK HOPPERS TO MAKE SURE THERE ARE
NO FOREIGN OBJECTS IN IT
MAKE SURE CORDS ON SOCCER MACHINES
DON’T BLOCK BALLS COMING DOWN
CHECK WIRE TIES ON ALL CORDS COMING
FROM LIGHT BOXES
CHECK WHEELS ON SOCCER MACHINES

CHECK RESTROOMS SUPPLIES

MAKE SURE THERE ARE ENOUGH BATTING
TOKENS IN PROSHOP
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SERVICE DEPARTMENT BATTING CAGE CHECKLIST
LOCATION:

MECHANICS:

DATE:

MANAGER ON DUTY:

EVALUATOR:

TIME:

CAGES MUST BE MAINTAINED PER CAGE SERVICE MANUAL
PLEASE BE SPECIFIC ABOUT DEFICIENT AREAS

SAFETY
CAGE DOORS:

ALL NETTING

BACK MAT:

KICKER’S BOX:

GENERAL CONDITION
PLEASE USE THE LETTER THAT CORRESPONDS WITH
THE DEFICIENT AREAS.
A. WHEELS
B. BELTS
C. GUIDE CHUTE
D. FEED TUBE ALIGNMENT
E. HOPPER ASSEMBLY
F. AIM OF BALL
G. PINCH ROLLER
H. WIRING
I. BEARING
J. AMBER/RED WARNING LIGHTS
K. CAGE LIGHTING

BALL CONDITION & QUANTITY

COIN BOXES

CLEANLINESS OF CAGES

SOCCER MACHINE
#1

#6

#2

#7

#3

#8

#4

#9

#5

MISC.
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TEAM RENTAL INFORMATION
DATE:

TIME:

TEAM NAME:

COACHES NAME:
PHONE NUMBER:

TIME

SOCCER CAGE NUMBER

VIDEO TAPE

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

COMMENTS:
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TEAM RENTAL INFORMATION
TEAM NAME:

CLASS:

CITY OF LEAGUE:

Misc.

AGE GROUP:

YEARS TOGETHER:

HEAD COACH:

PHONE #:

ADDRESS:

CITY:
ZIP:

ASSISTANT COACH:

PHONE #:

ADDRESS:

CITY:
ZIP:

START OF LEAGUE:

END OF LEAGUE:

DATE/TIME
DATE/TIME
15 MIN. RENTAL 1/2 HR. RENTAL

COMMENTS:
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DATE/TIME
1 HR. RENTAL

TOTAL
TRANSACTION

CASH
TRANSACTION

DAY SUPER:

DATE:

NIGHT SUPER:

DATE:

CREDIT
TRANSACTION

SALE TAX
RECONCILIATION

TODAY’S TOTAL
RECEIPTS

Ending Invoice #:

Ending Cash:

No. of Transactions:

Total Proshop Receipts:

Cash Receipts:

Starting Invoice #:

Starting Cash:

Today’s Total Credit
Receipts:

7% x above Total:

Credit Transactions:

# of Voided Invoices:

Today’s Cash Receipts:

Difference =

Receivables paid
today:

Total of Sales Tax on all
Invoices:

RECEIVABLES RECEIVED TODAY

RETURNS

INVOICE #
INV. #

MODEL #
DESRIPT.
OF ITEM

REASON
FOR RETURN

MODE OF
REFUND

SIG. OF
SUPERVISOR

BE SURE TO MAKE APPROPRIATE
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS
CASH REFUNDS: Note below if any money had to
be drawn from another source other than Proshop cash
drawer.

DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT RETURNS
MODEL #
&
DESCRIPT.
OF ITEM

DEFECTIVE
PART

EQUIPMENT
REPLACED

RECEIPT
GIVEN
PENDING
MANUFACT.

DATE OF
INVOICE

AMOUNT
PAID

BALANCE
DUE

HOUSE CHARGES TODAY
INVOICE #

INVOICE #

Today’s Total
Receipts:

TOTAL
INVOICE
AMOUNT

DOWN
PAYMENT
IF ANY

BALANCE
DUE

NAME OF
CUSTOMER
OR
ACCOUNT

BILL DUE

BE SURE TO MAKE INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS
IF EQUIPMENT IS REPLACED.

Do not include any partial payments. Any partial payments should be put
into envelope with account name on it. Keep envelope in appropriate area
of safe until account has been paid in full. On the day the account is paid in
full, credit the receivables section of that days report.
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CHECK ONE ONLY

UPS REGULAR

QUANTITY

UPS 3RD DAY

PART NUMBER

UPS BLUE

UPS RED

DESCRIPTION

SOLD TO:

SHIP TO:

NAME:

NAME:

PHONE #:

PHONE #:

P.O. #:

P.O. #:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
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UPS RED SATURDAY

